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As a residents of the neighboring town of Holderness, I am in strong opposition to the Northern Pass electrical
transmission line project through the town of Plymouth.
We agree that the current plan of burial through Plymouth, whether down Main Street or Green Street, would
be extraordinarily and unnecessarily disruptive to Plymouth and the surrounding towns. As a hub town for our
area, people travel to Plymouth for banking, post office, shopping, medical attention, performances, and activities
at PSU, etc. What a mess it would be getting into Plymouth!
In addition, I oppose this project because of the damage the high towers and transmission wires will cause to
our natural environment. While the proponents of Northern Pass are willing to destroy nature’s beauty for little
gain for our state, people in other parts of our country are willing to spend millions trying to create what we
already have.
Finally, the UNH Carsey Institute 2017 study has shown that this project in not necessary. In fact we are
using less electricity than 10 years ago.
Thank you for your attention.
Sincerely,
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